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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM          FSB Scotland  

Overview 

The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) welcomes the opportunity to respond to 
the Tied Pubs (Scotland) Bill.  

FSB is Scotland‟s leading business organisation. As experts in business, we offer 
our members a wide range of vital business services including advice, financial 
expertise, support and a powerful voice in government. Our mission is to help 
smaller businesses achieve their ambitions. These micro and small businesses 
comprise the majority of all enterprises in Scotland (98%), employ around one million 
people and contribute billions to the economy. 

Creating and fostering a fair and competitive business environment is a key aim for 
FSB. It is our view that such an environment does not exist for tied tenants and 
legislative intervention is required to level the playing field between small businesses 
who lease tied pubs and large pub company owners (Pubcos). 

FSB fully supports the proposals to introduce a statutory code, with a Market Rent 
Only option for tenants, to oversee the relationship between tied tenants and 
Pubcos. We see no reason why tied tenants in Scotland, who form a key part of an 
industry that contributes £1.7bn to the economy per year,1 should not be afforded the 
same legal protections as those in England and Wales. Indeed, the impact 
Coronavirus has had on pubs across the country is a timely reminder of the fragile 
business conditions facing the sector and the need for government support.  

As one FSB member who runs a tied pub put it: “Everyone should have the 
opportunity to be free-of-tie”. 

Fundamentally, we believe that the Bill could lead to a win-win situation for tied 
tenants and their customers. Tied tenants may well be able to invest more in their 
businesses and take home higher personal incomes, notwithstanding the numerous 
pressing issues facing tied pubs due to lockdown restrictions. And customers could 
benefit from lower prices and a wider range of products – including craft beers from 
microbreweries.  

Lastly, it should be noted that this reponse borrows heavily from a previous response 
FSB submitted in support of Neil Bibby‟s proposed Member‟s Bill. 

The need for legislation 

In 2002, FSB asked the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) to assess whether tied tenants 
were paying too much for their beer and rent and whether the beer tie „restricted 
choice and competition‟.2 Although the OFT did not conduct an investigation, our 
concerns led to what would be the first of four Select Committee inquiries into 
competition and transparency issues in the sector.  

                                                           
1 “Economic Contribution”, Scottish Beer and Pub Association.  
2 “Pubs Code Adjudicator: Annual Report and Accounts”, Pubs Code Adjudicator, 
July 2017. 

http://beerandpubjobs.co.uk/#/economy?_k=yvs8c1
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/631121/PCA_annual_report_and_accounts_May_2016_March_2017.pdf
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In 2011, the inquiries concluded with a landmark report on pub companies from the 
Business, Innovation and Skills Committee.3 The Committee noted that “industry 
self-regulation [has] failed” and recommended that the UK Government introduce a 
statutory pubs code and an independent adjudicator. 

FSB believes that it is now time for the Scottish Government to act and respond to a 
comprehensive body of evidence expertly put together by the four Select 
Committees – and the material prepared in support of this bill.  

Further, the 2016 creation of a voluntary code of practice for tied pubs in Scotland 
clashes with evidence from England and Wales. This evidence clearly states that 
self-regulation was ineffective in addressing the problems faced by tied tenants. FSB 
maintains that, although there are fewer tied pubs in Scotland, the tie between 
Pubcos and their tenants creates a market which is “characterised by asymmetric 
information, imbalance of bargaining power [and] behavioural biases”.4 

If the UK Government considered it necessary to intervene on “the basis of fairness 
to rebalance outcomes” 5 for tied tenants, then businesses should expect the same 
treatment in Scotland. 

Should the Scottish Pubs Code apply to all pub owning businesses and 
tenants in Scotland? 

The Scottish Pubs Code should not apply to all pub owning businesses and tenants 
in Scotland. We believe that a threshold should be implemented to avoid hampering 
the growth of small microbreweries and pubs who expand to owning multiple 
properties. We will be led by the Committee‟s deliberations and expert contributions 
as to where the threshold should be set. 

The Bill proposes that tied tenants have the option to apply to their pub 
owning business for a quote for a ‘Market Rent Only’ (MRO) contract. Do you 
agree with this proposal and how do you think it would work in practice? 

FSB provided a thorough evidence base for the UK Government to consider ahead 
of the introduction of the Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015.6 
Although the bulk of the research was conducted in 2013, it is our view that this 
information should be considered given its direct relevance to the Bill.  

The Scottish data from this research, which was carried out with FSB publican 
members, suggests that pubs would benefit by opting out of tied arrangements. The 
key findings can be summarised thus: 

 Around half of tied tenants in Scotland (48%) were paying higher rents than 
they would pay on the open market, with 19% paying about the same. 
Notably, there were no tenants paying lower levels of rent. 

                                                           
3 “Business, Innovation and Skills Committee – Tenth Report – Pub Companies”, 
Business Innovation and Skills Committee, September 2011.  
4 “Pub Companies and Tenants: Pubs Code and Adjudicator. Final Stage Impact 
Assessment”, UK Government, January 2015.  
5 Ibid. 
6 See: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/26/contents/enacted  

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201012/cmselect/cmbis/1369/136902.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/408449/bis-15-64-pubs-statutory-code-and-adjudicator-final-stage-impact-assessment.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/408449/bis-15-64-pubs-statutory-code-and-adjudicator-final-stage-impact-assessment.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/26/contents/enacted
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 A clear majority of tied tenants (77%) concluded that they would be financially 
better off if they were free-of-tie and paying fair rent levels. Though one in five 
(22%) were unsure, no tied tenants believed they would be worse off by 
breaking the tie. 

 An overwhelming majority of tied tenants (85%) would become free-of-tie if 
they had the option, and if an independently assessed fair rent was available. 
In direct contrast, there were no FSB members who would not exercise this 
option. Around 15% were unsure of how they would proceed. 

 Over 90% would have more confidence in the future of their pub business if 
they were free-of-tie, compared to 6% who disagreed. 

 Over three quarters (76%) of tied tenants believed that the Pubcos took too 
much of their profits, while 19% considered the profit split “about the right 
amount”. 

Could the Bill have any impact on investment in the pub sector in Scotland? 

The Bill could potentially increase investment in the pub sector in Scotland. When 
asked, tied pub tenants said that they would increase investment in their  

pub if they were free of tie. It should be noted that these responses were provided 
prior to Coronavirus and the subsequent lockdown restrictions.  

The Bill proposes that tenants should have the right to stock at least one guest 
beer at any time, irrespective of the terms of their contract. What impact would 
this have? 

FSB would agree with the proposal. The beer market has changed substantially in 
recent years, with craft beer and microbreweries becoming more prevalent. Offering 
a wider range of beers will help maintain and grow their customer base. Indeed, 
when asked in previous FSB research, tied-pub tenants overwhelmingly said that 
they would offer a wider range of beers if they were free of tie. 

The Policy Memorandum states that the Bill aims to adapt the 2015 Act to 
Scottish circumstances and to avoid problems experienced in implementing 
the Act in England and Wales. Do you think the Bill meets these aims?  

The Bill including an automatic right to exercise the market rent-only option, rather 
than it being subject to various conditions and trigger points, as is the case in 
England and Wales, will help to avoid some of the issues that have arisen from the 
2015 Act.  

Do you have any comments on the role of the Adjudicator?  

How the office of a Scottish Pubs Code Adjudicator is set up and funded should 
reflect upon the experience of the Adjudicator in England and Wales. Perhaps 
unsurprisingly, in its first year, the Adjudicator was overwhelmed by the number of 
enquiries (550) and the number of cases that were accepted for arbitration (156).7 
Unsurprisingly, this has led to complaints regarding the slow pace of settlements. 

                                                           
7 See: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pubs-code-adjudicator-data-reveals-
significant-activity-in-first-year-of-new-law  

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pubs-code-adjudicator-data-reveals-significant-activity-in-first-year-of-new-law
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pubs-code-adjudicator-data-reveals-significant-activity-in-first-year-of-new-law
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Clearly, a potential Scottish Adjudicator will require the resources to do the job 
properly and swiftly. Thus, Scottish Government support and expertise will be 
essential.   

The Bill proposes that the office of Pub Code Adjudicator will be funded 
through a levy on pub-owning companies in scope of the code. The Financial 
Memorandum estimates that annual costs for pub-owning businesses will be 
around £6,000 to £86,700 depending on size. The Committee would welcome 
any views of these estimates (and the assumptions around the volume of work 
for the office of the Pub Code Adjudicator) and the funding model. 

Although FSB is pleased to contribute to a range of issues relating to the 
establishment of a statutory code and an independent adjudicator, we are not best 
placed to contribute views on the financing of the Pub Adjudicator. 


